Where did

,

The Creator Come From?
When someoneasks thisquestion, where did God, the Creator ONE who
made the heaven and earth come from? Whether peoplequestion about
this duringthe argument. Even sometime someone would even alsoadd
anotherquestion after the first “everyoneknows that something does not
come from nothing”. The second question is indeed logic true,but what
they do NOT REALIZE is that the second question does notapply tothe
Creator one. This is where I, Bro. Pouliot will explains why that isand
where did this Creator ONE come from.
Since the scripture book of Genesis chapter one and two explains where everything come from right? Now, did it also mention
where was this spirit of the Creator ONE came from before HE spoken the first word?

“And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the
deep. And the Spirit moved upon the face of the waters.” – Genesis 1:2
Notice the underline and the two blue highlighted color, the SPIRIT and WATERS appear already exist in the dept of the
darkness. Before verse three tell us how the spirit ONE spoken the first creation word LIGHT, which the LIGHT came into the
existence for the first time. The rest of the Genesis chapter one and two, the spirit created life in heaven and earth. So again,
verse two, the Spirit and waters was already there. Meaning, it didn’t say that the spirit and the waters was created. Because it
appear that it already existed there. This mean, the Spirit ONE, the Creator ONE is the existence ONE who have no beginning
or end. Here why, according to Proverbs 15:3 & Psalm 113:4-6,139:7-12, it is telling us that the Spirit ONE is NOT a NOTHING but
an EXISTING ONE who started it all. Reader like you will notice how often YAHUAH is called the everlasting ONE according to
Genesis 21:33, Isaiah 40:28; 54:8; 57:15, Psalm 90:2; 93:2; 106:48, and also Deuteronomy 33:27.

Meaning, our Creator spirit ONE always exists with no beginning or end. Only the heaven and earth have the beginning and
end other than the water. Because the Spirit ONE who is the Creator ONE created this new kind of existence. That begin with A
to Z, of the beginning, and the end.

Once to get to know who the Spirit throughout the scripture books is, we knowledge that the Spirit is a HE and HE have a name.
His name is

, which pronounce YAHUAH (YAH-OO-AH). We must get closer to understand

better, to see how

created a one line of time in a person’s life, a straight line from zero to whatever number it ends up at that edge of that
line. But for

, HE is more like a circle with no beginning or end. It keeps on circling.

Most people often focus on the custom of the world of man instead of
imagine what we THINK without understanding
theory instead of what

's way. Most of us have our thinking cap or

’s world is like. We as mankind have been guessing and often use a

have already shown us in the scripture books. We must also understand why

is the I AM,

the existing almighty ONE (Exodus 3:14 & Psalm 23) who ALWAYS there with no beginning or end. This is why HE is simply
always there as eternal ONE with NO ending or beginning. The only thing what begins something to exist is where it come from
is HIM.
There might be a chance in the argument that someone might bring up about Isaiah 44:6 and/or 48:12, to question what about
these passage verses. Pointing that the Sovereign ONE, the Creator ONE in these passage verses said HE is the first and the last,
how can you explain that? Again, those who questioned didn’t read and research the scripture books well enough to be able
provide the answer.

is speaking of human understanding time, the time we are born to learned who HE is and the time

we remember who HE is until we end up in the grave. Even the beginning of the salvation time when HE led HIS people out of
Egypt, HE always appears or spoken to HIS people throughout time. Even until the end of time, the end of Sin of the world, HE
will still appear to the people at that end as well. That is what those verses is speaking off. The more we get to know

, the

knowledge will gain to us. To be able understand and know where HE came from. This is why most people have been asking
these kind of question “Where did the Creator ONE come from?”, because they simply didn’t read the scripture books enough
or never has. The answer is already in the scripture books anyway.

